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Introduction

Unlike other contact center platforms that require 

extensive field mapping, translation, and data 

reconciliation, UJET reads and writes all customer 

data directly to and from Salesforce. Designed to 

complement the CRM by federating all customer 

data in real time, UJET natively embeds intelligent 

queuing, routing, & reporting into the Salesforce 

experience, creating a supercharged customer 

engagement hub and single source of truth for all 

customer data. UJET’s integration to Salesforce 

increases agent productivity through automation 

and enables more personalized customer 

interactions through data and insights.

Hyper Personalized

Leverage data from the CRM such as the contact 

record, account status, device information, 

customer journey data, interaction notes, and 

recordings and transcripts to predict intent, make 

dynamic routing decisions, and contextualize 

each interaction before introducing an agent.

• Direct routing based on key-value pairs

• Agent screen pop with contextual data

• Customer journey mapping

• CSAT ratings on every interaction

Unmatched Data Privacy & Security

UJET was designed to complement the CRM by 

making it the single source of truth.  All customer 

data and PII is stored natively in the CRM, rather 

than the UJET platform.  Further bolster security 

and compliance by giving customers a familiar 

way to verify their identity and a secure platform 

to process payments.

• Single sign-on

• PCI-compliant payment IVR

• Smartphone biometric and pin authentication

• Event logging

• Call recordings and messaging transcripts 

archived for quality assurance and 

compliance

UJET for Salesforce
The Ultra-Modern Cloud Contact Center Platform 

Purpose-Built for the CRM
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End-to-End Automation:

By enabling automation throughout the agent 

experience, UJET not only records granular detail 

of the customer and their journey within the 

CRM record, but significantly reduces average 

handle time and after call work for the agent 

by eliminating the manual effort to create and 

update records.

• Automatic upload of digitally shared 

information via SmartActions

• Customer journey mapping including all 

touch points, call recordings, and messaging 

transcripts

• Automatic record lookup and creation

• Click-to-dial outbound

Embeddable Experience

Modernize your CX and enrich the CRM data 

by empowering agents and customers to 

communicate visually and contextually.  

Resolve customer issues faster by allowing 

customers to point to the problem, rather than 

describe it. About UJET

UJET is the world’s first and only cloud contact 

center platform for smartphone era CX.  By 

modernizing digital and in-app experiences, 

UJET unifies the enterprise brand experience 

across sales, marketing, and support, eliminating 

the frustration of channel switching between 

voice, digital, and self-service for consumers. 

Offering unsurpassed resiliency and the 

flexibility to deploy across leading public cloud 

infrastructures, UJET powers the world’s largest 

elastic CCaaS tenant at up to 22,000 agents 

globally, and is trusted by innovative, customer-

centric enterprises like Instacart, Turo, Wag!, 

and Atom Tickets to intelligently orchestrate 

predictive, contextual, conversational customer 

experiences.

Learn more at ujet.cx

Photo Request

Send your agent photos to 
add to your claim

www.ujet.cx

